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ABSTRACT—This letter presents an architecture based on a new double-filter strategy to perform the adaptive in-loop filtering process specified by the H.264/AVC standard. The proposed architecture shows considerable advantages, both in terms of hardware cost and latency, when compared with the approaches found in the most recent literature.
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I. Introduction

The H.264/AVC standard represents the state-of-the-art in video coding standards. It provides superior features compared with its predecessors, such as MPEG-2, MPEG-4, and H.263, in terms of coding efficiency and network Friendliness. These improved characteristics are due to the application of several new coding tools within the compression process defined by the standard, such as variable block-size motion estimation, quarter-pixel motion compensation, intra prediction, and in-loop deblocking filtering.

In particular, the adaptive deblocking filter defined by the H.264/AVC standard greatly contributes to reducing the presence of annoying blocking artefacts in the decoded video sequence, providing up to an average of 10% transmission bitrate savings [1]. However, these favorable features are obtained through a highly adaptive and computationally intensive process stated by the H.264/AVC standard, which represents a significant percentage of the whole processing effort carried out by a standard-based decoder [2], [3]. These demanding characteristics become even more stringent for high definition video applications, where high temporal rates and large frame dimensions are usual, making the design of efficient deblocking filtering architectures a critical issue in order to achieve real-time performance.

II. H.264/AVC Deblocking Filter

The H.264/AVC standard defines a one-dimensional filtering to each 4×4 block edge of the reconstructed macroblocks (MBs). This process consists of a horizontal filtering of the vertical edges and a vertical filtering of the horizontal edges, as shown in Fig. 1.

The filtering process starts computing the boundary strength, which is a number ranging from 0 (no filtering) to 4. The boundary strength varies adaptively per block according to the coding conditions and the MB pixel values. For strength 4, up to three pixels on either side of the edge can be modified while for strengths between 1 and 3, only up to two pixels on either side of the edge may be affected. Once the strength has been determined for an edge, a gradient-like analysis is performed to determine if the sharp edge should be preserved or filtered to attenuate blocking artefacts. In this sense, the filter is disabled, regardless of the filter strength, when |p0-q0|≥α, |p1-p0|≥β, or |q1-q0|≥β, where α and β mainly rely on the quantization parameter.

This process is repeated with all the 4×4 blocks composing an MB (see Fig. 2) together with their top (T) and left (L) neighbors.
III. Proposed Architecture

Typical architectures presented for H.264/AVC deblocking filtering are based on a single filter unit for horizontal and vertical filtering [4]. To increase the filtering performance, we propose a novel deblocking filter architecture based on two identical filtering units, allowing simultaneous on-the-fly filtering of vertical and horizontal edges. Figure 3 shows the general block diagram of the proposed architecture in which all the data paths are 32-bits (4 pixels) wide.

The architecture first requests the top neighbors of the external memory via DMA (blocks T1 to T8) and the motion vectors to start the deblocking filtering process when all the top neighbors and motion vectors have been received. Figure 4 summarizes this filtering process within the proposed architecture in terms of block cycles, which are defined as 4 clock cycles (time consumed to process each 4×4 block).

The processing begins with the horizontal filtering of the left neighbor L1 (P input) and the current zero block (Q input), performed by the H filter unit. As the MBs are processed in lexicographical order, the right columns (blocks 3, 7, 11, 15, 17, 19, 21, and 23) are stored in the RAM neighbor module to be used as left neighbors (L1 to L8) in the filtering of the next MB. The RAM neighbor module comprises two 32×32 two-port (1R/1W) SRAM blocks, one for storing the left neighbors and the other for storing the top ones. The horizontal filtering starts as soon as the pixels from the current MB are loaded from external memory. This avoids the need to store all the data words internally at the input port before the filtering operation starts. A small temporal buffer module (4×4 pixels) is used to store the blocks after they are partially filtered in the horizontal direction. For the vertical direction, the RAM neighbor module is used instead. After horizontal filtering, the T unit starts transposing data from rows to columns. It then forwards transposed blocks to the V filter unit for the vertical filtering process. The BS unit computes the boundary strengths and the filter parameters required for both filtering directions. For MBs in the left or top borders of the frame, the boundary strength is set to zero to prevent the erroneous filtering of the pixels located at the borders of such MBs. After the luminance pixels are processed, the chrominance pixels are similarly processed. Finally, the first three columns of 4×4 blocks of the current MB (0, 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, and so on), the top neighbors (T1, T2, and so on), and the right column of the previous MB (3, 7, 11, 15, and so on) are transferred to the external bulk memory. These last blocks have been saved in the temporal buffer and come from the right column data path after the horizontal filtering, as shown in Fig. 3. This storage is performed concurrently with the loading of pixels from the next 4×4 top blocks and the reception of the updated configuration information and motion vectors for the next MB.

For the proposed architecture, the filtering process consumes 104 cycles, with four additional cycles required to transfer the last transposed block, and two cycles to register at the output of the filter units, resulting in a total count of 110 cycles to filter an MB.

IV. Results

The proposed architecture is described at the RTL level. It uses Verilog HDL. It has been tested exhaustively by
was synthesized at a frequency of 100 MHz with 0.18 μm CMOS standard cell technology from UMC (1.8 V). The results obtained in terms of equivalent gates count and the most significant architectural features of the proposed deblocking filter architecture are shown in Table 1.

Table 1 also shows the intrinsic characteristics of the state-of-the-art designs. This table demonstrates that the proposed architecture outperforms previous approaches. It takes less clock cycles to filter an MB with lower on-chip memory requirements because edges are filtered on-the-fly; thus, no input buffer is required. This is within a negligible increase in the final area of the architecture, since [6], [7], and [8] do not include the logic for boundary strength computation.

V. Conclusion

This letter outlined a novel architecture for the in-loop deblocking filter defined by the H.264/AVC standard. The proposed architecture significantly reduces the filtering latency incurred by previous architectures. The proposed architecture is able to process an HDTV-1080p (1920×1080 pixels @ 30 fps) video sequence at a frequency as low as 36.45 MHz without an increase in the design hardware cost as compared to the most recently published architectures.
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